Practical Seminar with Consors Bank

Outline:
During the summer term, we will offer the second practical seminar with Consors Bank. Students evaluate data provided by the bank, using applied econometric methods. The idea is to combine scientific methods and practical relevance.

Time Line:
We will meet with the Consors Bank in February 2018 and discuss potential topics. Thus, we need to know how the pool of interested students looks like. The project can only be repeated if it is beneficial for both sides. Thus, we will have to be selective.

Expression of Interest:
Please send us a brief expression of interest (deadline: 24 January 2018) to christian.merkl@fau.de

We need to know the following information from you:
- Curriculum Vitae and grades
- Data expertise / software knowledge
- Any connection to finance / banking?
- Motivation
- How good is your German?
- Further things that could be of relevance